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ABSTRACT

Previous theoretical and numerical studies only focused on the formation of roll vortices (rolls) under a

stationary and axisymmetric hurricane. The effect of the asymmetric wind structure induced by the storm

movement on the roll characteristics remains unknown. In this study, we present the first attempt to in-

vestigate the characteristics of linear-phase rolls under a moving hurricane by embedding a linear two-

dimensional (2D) roll-resolving model into a 3D hurricane boundary layer model. It is found that the roll

horizontal wavelength under the moving hurricane is largely determined by the radial-shear-layer depth,

defined as the thickness of the layer with positive radial wind shear. The horizontal distribution of the roll

wavelength resembles the asymmetric pattern of the radial-shear-layer depth. Interestingly, the roll growth

rate is not only affected by the radial wind shear magnitude alluded to in previous studies but also by the

radial-shear-layer depth. A deeper (shallower) radial shear layer tends to decrease (increase) the roll growth

rate. Such an effect is due to the presence of the bottom boundary. The bottom boundary constrains the lower-

level roll streamlines and reduces the efficiency of rolls in extracting kinetic energy from the radial shear. This

effect is more pronounced under a deeper shear layer, which favors the formation of larger-size rolls. This

study improves the understanding of the main factors affecting the structure and growth of rolls and will

provide guidance for interpreting the spatial distribution of rolls under realistic hurricanes in observations and

high-resolution simulations.

1. Introduction

Numerous observational studies (Wurman and Winslow

1998; Morrison et al. 2005; Lorsolo et al. 2008; Zhang et al.

2008; Ellis and Businger 2010) indicate that roll vortices

(rolls), which are coherent kilometer-scale eddies roughly

aligned in the hurricane tangential wind direction, fre-

quently occur in the hurricane boundary layer (HBL).

These eddies significantly contribute to the vertical

transports of momentum and entropy in the HBL (e.g.,

Zhang et al. 2008) andmay have an important impact on

the hurricane structure and intensity (Gao and Ginis

2016; Gao et al. 2017). Studies focusing on the formation

mechanisms of rolls [e.g., analytical study: Foster (2005);

two-dimensional model: Gao and Ginis (2014, hereafter

GG14, 2016); large-eddy simulations: Nakanishi and

Niino (2012) and Wang and Jiang (2017)] are generally

in agreement that the rolls in the HBL are generated by

the inflection-point instability associated with the ver-

tical distribution of the hurricane radial wind. Particu-

larly, GG14 suggested that the roll growth rate depends

on the magnitude of radial wind shear and the roll

horizontal wavelength depends on the height of the

shear layer. All these previous studies focused on the

rolls under a stationary and axisymmetric hurricane.

The effect of the hurricane wind asymmetry induced by

the storm movement on the roll formation remains un-

known. In this study, we explore for the first time the

characteristics of linear-phase rolls under a moving hurri-

cane in a numerical model. The term ‘‘linear phase’’ refers

to the period when the roll velocities grow exponentially

with time but remain at least one order smaller than

the mean winds, and thus, the nonlinear terms in their

governing equations are negligible. Similar to GG14,

this study focuses on understanding how the mean flow

affects the roll characteristics, which constitutes a

necessary step toward understanding how the rolls

affect the mean flow once they enter the nonlinear

phase (Gao and Ginis 2016). Our main objective in
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this study is to understand how the asymmetric radial

wind structure in the HBL affects the spatial scale and

growth rate of rolls.

2. Method

The methodology in this study is similar to GG14. To

resolve the linear-phase rolls, we embed a linear version

of the two-dimensional (2D) single-grid roll-resolving

model (SRM) into a diagnostic HBL model. The linear-

roll equations are the same as in GG14 [see their

(7)–(10)] and will not be shown here. To account for the

effect of storm movement, we replace the axisymmetric

HBL model in GG14 with a three-dimensional (3D)

HBL model. Similar to previous studies (Kepert and

Wang 2001; GG14), the diagnostic HBL model is for-

mulated under the assumption that the HBL wind fields

are in a steady state under an imposed upper vortex. The

diagnosed secondary flow (radial and vertical winds) is

entirely caused by the surface friction. The equations

for the mean HBL wind components in the Cartesian

coordinates are given as follows:
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where U, V, andW are the wind components in the x, y,

and z directions, respectively; f is the Coriolis parameter

at 208N; P is the pressure; andKz is the vertical diffusion

parameterized as in GG14 [see their (5) and (6)]. The

asymptoticmixing length is set to 40m in this study.1 The

surface-layer parameterization in the 3D HBL model

is the same as in GG14. The three wind components

are defined on nonstaggered grids. The upwind finite-

difference scheme is used to discretize the advection

terms in (1) and (2). The W wind component is di-

agnosed based on integrating the horizontal divergence

upward from the surface.

Similar to Kepert and Wang (2001), we adopt a

translating coordinate system: the mesh moves at the

same speed as the hurricane so that the hurricane is

stationary relative to the mesh (the storm center is the

origin of the x and y coordinates). The wind at the top

boundary (set to the 3-km height) and the pressure

gradients in (1) and (2) throughout the entire column are

prescribed. The wind field at the top boundary consists

of two components: a spatially uniform environmental

flow (i.e., the storm translation speed), denoted by Ug

(subscript g stands for geostrophic), and the axisym-

metric hurricane tangential wind field. The pressure

gradient terms, which are held fixed in time and verti-

cally uniform, are obtained by solving the balanced

equations in (1) and (2) without considering the vertical

advection and turbulent diffusion terms.

Two experiments are conducted. The storm moves

westward at a constant speed of 5ms21 (Ug525ms21) in

experiment MOVE and remains stationary in experiment

STAT (Ug 5 0ms21). All other parameters are identical.

TheHBLmodel domain is set to 1000kmwide in both the

x and y directions with a 10-km horizontal and a 30-m

vertical grid spacing. In both experiments, the Holland

(1980) parametric wind model is used to specify the hur-

ricane tangential wind at the top boundary. As in GG14,

the hurricane wind reaches a maximum value of 39ms21

at a radius of 40km, and the parameter B is set to 1.3.

In each experiment, the 3D HBL model is initialized

with vertically uniform wind and run for 24 h to obtain a

well-adjusted steady-state wind field. We then embed

the linear SRM into the 3D HBL model at every hori-

zontal grid point within an annular area between 40- and

100-km radii. The SRM is not embeddedwithin radius of

maximum wind (RMW) because the assumption that

the mean-flow profiles are horizontally uniform within

the SRMdomain (GG14)may not be valid at small radii.

The configuration of the linear SRM is identical to

GG14 (see their sections 2c and 2d). For simplicity,

the 2D SRM mesh is positioned perpendicular to the

storm-relative tangential wind at each selected grid point.

Also for simplicity, we assume the HBL is neutrally

stratified and thus exclude the effect of stratification on

rolls in this study.

3. Results

a. Characteristics of linear-phase rolls

Figure 1 shows the steady-state storm-relative (total

minus Ug) wind in the HBL from experiment MOVE.

1 The impact of asymptotic mixing length on the mean wind and

roll characteristics under the axisymmetric HBL has been dis-

cussed in GG14. The main findings hold under the moving HBL.

The choice of asymptotic mixing length does not have any quali-

tative impact on the main conclusions presented in this study.
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The storm movement causes stronger (weaker) surface

friction on the right (left) side of the storm, which leads

to an asymmetry in the wind field. The near-surface ra-

dial and tangential wind distributions (Figs. 1a,b) are

consistent with those in previous studies using linear

(Kepert 2001; see his Fig. 3) and nonlinear (Kepert and

Wang 2001; see their Fig. 10) HBL models. The asym-

metric wind components (Figs. 1c–f) are calculated by

FIG. 1. Steady-state wind distribution in experimentMOVEobtained by the diagnosticHBLmodel. (top) Storm-

relative (a) radial and (b) tangential winds at 30-m height; the contour interval is 2m s21 for the radial wind (thick

dashed line:210m s21 contour ) and 2.5m s21 for the tangential wind (thick solid line: 30m s21 contour ). (middle)

Storm-relative asymmetric (c) radial and (d) tangential winds at 30-m height. (bottom) (e),(f) As in (c) and (d),

respectively, but for 0.5-km height.
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subtracting the azimuthal-averaged components from

the total. The asymmetric components are dominated by

the wavenumber-1 structure, which rotates anticycloni-

cally and decays in magnitude with height, consistent

with the characteristics of the frictionally stalled inertia

wave identified by Kepert (2001).

We next examine the characteristics of rolls from

experiment MOVE with a focus on their horizontal

wavelength (an indicator of their spatial scale) and

growth rate (an indicator of their efficiency in extracting

the kinetic energy from the mean shear).2 GG14 in-

dicated that the rolls gain kinetic energy (KE) from the

positive radial wind shear during their formation. In this

study, we define the shear-layer depth as the thickness of

the near-surface layer with positive radial wind shear

and use the maximum radial wind shear as a measure of

the shear magnitude (see Fig. 4b for representative ra-

dial wind shear profiles).3 Storm movement causes sig-

nificant asymmetry in the horizontal distribution of roll

wavelength, with larger wavelengths in the front of the

storm (Fig. 2a) where the shear-layer depths are gen-

erally larger (Fig. 2b). Although the asymmetric pattern

of roll wavelength does not match perfectly with the

shear-layer depth, the result here suggests that the spa-

tial scale of rolls is largely determined by the shear-layer

depth, consistent with the finding of GG14 in the axi-

symmetric HBL. However, the roll growth rate (Fig. 2c)

is not as well correlated with the magnitude of radial

wind shear (Fig. 2d) as seen in the axisymmetric HBL

experiment (GG14). The magnitude of radial wind shear

has an apparent front–rear asymmetric pattern; however,

FIG. 2. Horizontal distributions of (a) roll horizontal wavelength, (b) shear-layer depth, (c) roll growth rate, and

(d) maximum radial wind shear in experiment MOVE.

2 The linear rolls resolved by the SRM can be represented in the

normal-mode form. For example, the roll vertical velocityw0 can be
written as w0 5 ŵ(z) expi(kx2vt), where k is the roll horizontal

wavenumber; v is a complex number and v5vr 1 ivi, where vr is

the roll angular frequency and vi is the roll growth rate.

3 The theoretical depth scale used in GG14 cannot adequately

represent the asymmetric distribution of the shear-layer thickness

under moving HBL. Therefore, we use the shear-layer depth as a

depth-scale parameter.
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the roll growth rate does not. This indicates that besides

the magnitude of the radial wind shear, there are pos-

sibly other factors affecting the roll growth rate.

To investigate this further, we compare the roll

growth rates in experiments STAT and MOVE as a

function of the maximum radial wind shear (Fig. 3). In

experiment STAT, the roll growth rate increases ap-

proximately linearly with the increasing shear. How-

ever, the roll growth rate in MOVE, while increasing

overall with the radial wind shear magnitude, has a large

scatter around the best-fit line. Interestingly, if we sep-

arate the roll growth rates in MOVE into two groups

based on the shear-layer depth at their formation loca-

tion, most of the points where the shear-layer depth is

larger (smaller) than that in STAT fall onto the lower

(upper) side of the best-fit line. This suggests that the

shear-layer depth has a strong influence on the roll

growth rate. A shallower shear layer favors a larger roll

growth rate.

We next examine three representative cases of roll

formation, all occurring at the radius of maximum wind

(Fig. 4). Case A is from experiment STAT, which serves

as a reference case; cases B and C are selected from

experiment MOVE at the grid points in front of and

behind the storm, respectively. The radial wind profile in

case B (case C) is characterized by larger (smaller) shear

and a deeper (shallower) shear layer than in case A

(Figs. 4a,b). Among the three cases, the rolls in case B

(case C) have the largest (smallest) wavelength because

of the largest (smallest) shear-layer depth (Figs. 4d–f).

However, the rolls in case B (case C) have the smallest

(largest) growth rate even though the radial wind shear

is the strongest (weakest) (Fig. 4b).

To understand the difference in the roll growth rate in

these cases, we next examine the shear production term

in the roll KE budget equation [(11) in GG14], which is

the dominant contributor to the growth of linear-phase

rolls and written as

2w0u0 ›u
›z

, (4)

where the overbar indicates the horizontal averaging

within the SRM domain, w0u0 is the horizontally aver-

aged cross-roll momentum flux (w0 and u0 constitute the
roll overturning circulation), and u is the mean cross-

roll wind (i.e., the mean radial wind). Figure 4c shows the

shear production terms when the rolls in the three cases

have the same magnitude (measured by the domain-

averaged roll KE), respectively. The shear production in

case B (case C) is the smallest (largest). A comparison of

the w0u0 distribution within the shear layer (indicated by

the dashed lines in Figs. 4d–f) suggests that the positive

values of w0u0 are least (most) significant in case C

(case B), resulting in the largest (smallest) magnitude

of 2w0u0 and thus the shear production. Therefore, we

have identified that thew0u0 distribution in the shear layer
is responsible for the differences in the roll growth rate.

The sign andmagnitude ofw0u0 depend on the orientation
of the lower-level roll streamlines4 (as indicated in

Figs. 4d–f). The essential question remains: How does the

shear-layer depth affect the lower-level roll streamline

patterns?

b. Elucidation of the roll structure and growth rate

1) EXPERIMENTS WITH REMOVED GEOMETRIC

CONSTRAINT OF BOTTOM BOUNDARY

In this section, we examine the geometric constraint

on the near-surface roll streamlines imposed by the

bottom boundary. Specifically, we postulate the fol-

lowing hypothesis to explain the relationship between

the roll growth rate and the shear-layer depth: the rolls

under a deeper shear layer have a larger vertical scale,

and therefore, their lower-level streamlines are more

significantly affected by the bottom boundary, resulting

in the reduced growth rate. To validate this hypothesis,

FIG. 3. The roll growth rate as a function ofmaximum radial wind

shear in experiments STAT (shown as black) and MOVE (shown

as red and blue). The dashed straight line shows the best-fit linear

function of the results from experiment STAT. At a given hori-

zontal grid point in the 3D HBL model, if the shear-layer depth in

MOVE is smaller (larger) than that in STAT, the roll growth rate is

marked as red (blue).

4 The cross-roll velocity u0 and vertical velocity w0 can be writ-

ten as follows: u0 52›c0/›z and w0 5 ›c0/›x, where c0 is the roll

streamfunction.
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FIG. 4. (a) Vertical profiles of radial wind at RMW in experiments STAT (black) and MOVE (blue and

red represent the grid points at the front and rear of the storm, respectively); (b) as in (a), but for radial wind

shear; (c) as in (a), but for the shear production of roll overturningKEwhen the domain-averaged roll kinetic

energy from the three cases are the same. (d)–(f) Structure of rolls from the three cases in the normalized

coordinates (x and z divided by the roll horizontal wavelength). The colored backgrounds represent

normalized cross-roll momentum flux w0u0 (divided by its maximum absolute value); the contour lines

represent the roll streamlines (solid contours show clockwise and dashed contours show counterclockwise

circulations). The color bar ranges are from20.5 to 0.5 to better show the positive values. The dashed lines in

(d)–(f) indicate the range of the vertical layer with the most significant radial shear (0.15–0.5 km).
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we conducted additional experiments, in which we added

a 3-km layer in the SRM below the original bottom

boundary (z 5 0 km) to exclude the constraint of the

bottom boundary on the roll streamlines. The mean

cross-roll (radial) wind was set to zero in this additional

layer, and thus, there was no additional energy source

for the rolls in these new experiments (‘‘additional

layer’’ experiments). Figure 5 summarizes the results

from the original and the additional-layer experiments5

at a few representative horizontal grid points. At a given

radius, although driven by the strongest radial wind

shear (Fig. 5c), the rolls in the front of the storm in

experiment MOVE have the smallest growth rate6

(Fig. 5a), which is likely due to the largest shear-layer

depth (Fig. 5d). Figure 5b shows that after removing the

constraint of the bottom boundary on the roll structure,

the roll growth rate only depends on the magnitude

of the radial wind shear. This confirms the hypothesis

that the dependency of the roll growth rate on the shear-

layer depth is due to the constraint of the bottom

boundary on the roll structure.7 Also, the roll growth

rate becomes larger in the additional-layer experiments

than in the original experiments at all selected locations

(Figs. 5a,b), suggesting that the constraint of the bottom

boundary on the roll structure negatively affects the

roll growth.

2) EXPERIMENTS WITH HYPERBOLIC-TANGENT

VELOCITY PROFILE

To understand how the bottom boundary affects the

roll streamlines and the roll growth rate, we introduce

the effect of a boundary in the classic shear instability

problem. In the following, we use the hyperbolic-tangent

velocity profile that is often applied in shear instability

studies (e.g., Carpenter et al. 2013) as the cross-roll mean

flow in the linear SRM model. The velocity u and vertical

shear s are given as follows (Fig. 6a):

u(z)5 du tanh

�
z

h
0

�
, (5)

s(z)5 s
0

�
12 tanh2

�
z

h
0

��
, (6)

FIG. 5. (a) The roll growth rate at three selected radii (normalized by RMW): black shows the values from

experiment STAT; blue and red show the values at the grid points at the front and rear of the storm from exper-

iment MOVE, respectively. (b) As in (a), but for rolls from the additional-layer experiments. (c),(d) As in (a), but

for the maximum radial wind shear and shear-layer depth, respectively.

5 The rolls from the additional-layer experiments have structures

similar to those in Fig. 6c and therefore are not shown.
6 The difference in the e-folding growth time between rolls at the

front and rear of the storm is relatively small, suggesting the storm

movement does not significantly affect the occurring probability

of rolls.

7 The bottom boundary could also affect the roll growth rate via the

surface friction. However, this is a very small term in the roll KE

budget equation compared to the shear production (not shown).
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FIG. 6. (a) The velocity (normalized by du; gray line) and shear (normalized by s0; black line) profiles

used for idealized experiments. (b) The roll growth rate (normalized by s0) as a function of H (nor-

malized by h0). (c)–(e) As in Figs. 4d–f, but demonstrating the change of roll structure with decreasing

H/h0; (c) H/h0 5 20, (d) H/h0 5 3, and (e) H/h0 5 1. Dashed lines in (c)–(e) indicate the range of the

vertical layer with the most significant shear (z/h0 5 61).
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where h0 is a height scale indicating the thickness of the

shear layer, du is a velocity scale, and s0 is given by du/h0;

h0 and s0 are set to 0.15 km and 0.03 s21, respectively.We

assume the flow is inviscid and the turbulent diffusion is

set to zero in the linear SRM. The top boundary of the

SRM model is at z 5 3 km, and the bottom boundary is

at z 5 2H, where H is the distance between the in-

flection point (at z5 0) and the bottom boundary and is

varied in the experiments (H is set to {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10,

20} 3 h0). No-slip boundary conditions are applied at

both upper and lower boundaries. Figure 6b indicates

the roll growth rate decreases as the bottom boundary

gradually approaches the shear layer (H/h0 gets smaller).8

Such a reduction is due to the change of the roll

streamlines within the shear layer. Figure 6c shows when

H is sufficiently large, the streamlines of rolls on both the

left and right sides of each roll are tilted against the

sheared flow, resulting in prevailing negative values of

w0u0 in the layer with the most significant shear (in-

dicated by dashed lines in Fig. 6c) and thus a positive

shear production term [(4)]. AsH gets smaller, the roll

streamlines at lower levels (z , 0) are deformed by

the bottom boundary (Figs. 6d,e). Particularly, the

streamlines on the right side of each roll become less

tilted. As a result, the positive values of w0u0 become

more dominant within the shear layer, leading to a

reduction of the shear production term [(4)] and thus

the roll growth rate (Fig. 6b). These results from the

classic shear instability problem help explain the be-

havior of rolls under the HBL. The rolls in a deeper

radial shear layer in the hurricane condition have a

larger vertical scale, and therefore, the lower branches

of their streamlines are more significantly affected

by the bottom boundary, resulting in a smaller roll

growth rate (Figs. 4d–f).

4. Conclusions

We conducted the first modeling study investigating

the characteristics of linear-phase rolls under a moving

hurricane by embedding the linear SRM into a 3D di-

agnostic HBL model. It is found that the roll horizontal

wavelength is determined by the radial-shear-layer

depth, consistent with the finding of GG14. The roll

growth rate is not only affected by the radial wind shear

magnitude but also by the radial-shear-layer depth. We

find that a larger shear-layer depth has a negative impact

on the roll growth rate. The bottom boundary con-

strains the near-surface roll streamlines and reduces

the efficiency of rolls in extracting KE from the mean

sheared flow. The rolls under a deeper shear layer have

larger size and thus are more affected by the bottom

boundary. The effect of the radial-shear-layer depth

on the roll growth rate revealed in this study was not

reported previously. Under a stationary and axisym-

metric HBL, the shear-layer depth increases as the

radial shear magnitude decreases with radius; the two

factors act in concert to reduce the growth rate of rolls.

This is likely why the negative impact of shear-layer

depth on the roll growth rate was not noticed by

previous studies (e.g., GG14).

These results improve our understanding of the main

factors affecting the structure and growth of rolls in

hurricanes and will provide guidance for interpreting

the spatial distribution of rolls in observations and

future real-storm high-resolution simulations. The

real-world hurricanes are rarely axisymmetric, and this

study suggests that the storm asymmetric structure,

particularly of the hurricane radial wind, affects the

spatial distribution of rolls. The roll-horizontal-wavelength

(spatial scale) spatial distribution resembles the

asymmetric pattern of the radial-shear-layer depth.

The roll growth rate is affected by two factors related

to the radial wind distribution: the magnitude of radial

wind shear and the depth of the radial shear layer.

Rolls that have larger growth rates during the linear

phase are more efficient in extracting the kinetic en-

ergy from the mean shear. They can reach larger

magnitudes in the nonlinear (quasi equilibrium) phase

(Gao and Ginis 2016) and therefore induce larger

vertical momentum fluxes and cause larger modifica-

tions to the mean wind. Future work should focus on

the evolution of nonlinear-phase rolls and their inter-

actions with the mean wind under a moving HBL. In

this study, we only examined the impact of asymmetric

radial flow induced by surface friction on rolls. The

lower-level inflow resulting from diabatic heating is

not considered in our idealized HBLmodel. We expect

this additional inflow to further modulate the radial

shear and thus affect the roll characteristics. Such an

effect should be investigated with SRM embedded in a

full-physics hurricane model [such as COAMPS for

Tropical Cyclones (COAMPS-TC) used in Gao et al.

(2017)] in future studies.
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8 The velocity distribution given by (5) is dynamically unstable

due to the presence of the inflection point at z 5 0 (Fig. 6a). The

linear SRM detects and resolves the fastest-growing unstable

mode. For consistency, we will refer the fastest-growing unstable

mode obtained by the linear SRM as rolls.
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